4010 FOAM-FAST™
15gpm, 30gpm or 50gpm 1-1/2" Foam Applicators
The Scotty 4010 Foam-Fast™ units for 1-1/2" hose lines are simple and effective tools for
deploying a foam surfactant/wetting agent suitable for Class A fire scenes. When connected
to a hose line, the 4010, available in 15, 30 or 50 gpm flow rates, works by diluting a solid
foam cartridge into the water flow. The foam/water solution then passes through the patented
Scotty Air-Aspirating Foam Nozzle producing low expansion foam. Each 4010 Foam-Fast™
unit comes with a 1-1/2" Pistol Grip Shut-Off, a Mixing Chamber, Forward Pistol Grip and a
patented Air Aspirating Foam Nozzle either a 15gpm, a
30gpm or a 50gpm Nozzle (specify flow rate when
ordering). Order stock code 4010-15 for a 15gpm unit,
4010-30 for a 30gpm unit and 4010-50 for a 50gpm unit.
Please specify1-1/2" NPSH, NHT or BSP threads when
ordering.
Scotty Class A Foam-Fast Cartridges are sold
separately. Each 12" long foam cartridge will last up to 25
minutes at 50gpm, 35 minutes at 30gpm and 45 minutes at
15gpm; all at 85psi. The foam cartridges are 100%
biodegradable and contain no toxic materials.
To operate, open the inlet side of the mixing chamber, insert a single 12" long foam
cartridge, reseal the inlet end cap, attach to a hose, open the pistol grip shut-off and spray
foam. The 4010 Foam-Fast™ is recommended for use with water pressures between 50 psi
and 125 psi (maximum 150 psi).
Scotty Foam- Fast™ Cartridges are sold
separately from the 4010 Applicators. Use stock
code 4010CART12 for a package of 3 Cartridges.
Scotty Foam- Fast™ Cartridges have a Guaranteed
Shelf Life of 5 Years if kept in their air-tight, ziplock
bags and away from moisture.
Each foam cartridge can
last up to 30 minutes!
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Manufactured by:

SCOTT PLASTICS LTD.
2065 Henry Ave West
Sidney, B.C., Canada V8L 5Z6
T: (250) 656-8102 F: (250) 656-8126
www.scotty.com
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